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Abstract

This document will provide evidence of how white supremacy culture traumatizes Black artists
by lowering esteem and devaluing their work. The Black experience in America is traumatic
enough, the theater should be a place that allows African Americans of all different educational
backgrounds, classes, beliefs, etc. to receive a cathartic experience, abuse free. This case study
involves directing Black content, Katori Hall’s “Hoodoo Love”, at a predominantly white
institution in hopes of uplifting African Americans and enlightening the rest.

iv

Introduction

Pre-pandemic, the last production I worked on was Brecht’s Mother Courage and Her
Children adapted by Ntozake Shange in January of 2020. I co-directed this project with my
fellow Dillard alum and friend for over 20 years, Chivas Michael Perkins. The content was
difficult because it told a part of American history people try to avoid, violent racism. The
intense material began to trigger actors who became resistant, and some were even defiant;
consequently, causing everyone’s morale to plummet. I reminded the cast about the importance
of telling stories, no matter how ugly, because it is a testament to our resilience as a people, and a
reminder to the country to not revert. We somehow got through that slump and produced a
beautiful show. However, the cast members felt harmed and blamed me and the director for not
treating them with care. They felt triggered and unsupported throughout the whole process.

I questioned myself, over and over, how can I, an African American woman, have played
a part in harming Black actors? The answer is simple, even though the content was Black, the
actors were Black, the designers were mainly BIPOC, we were still in a white theater space. In
this type of environment, African Americans tend to feel guarded, distrusting, and unsafe;
without trust, the artists simply cannot create in a healthy, productive way.
According to UNO’s culturally competent vocabulary sheet, supplied to faculty, staff,
and student body, “white supremacy is a historically based, institutionally perpetuated system of
exploitation and oppression of continents, nations, and people of color by white people and
nations of the European continent, for the purpose of maintaining and defending a system of
wealth, power and privilege.” The Minnesota Historical Society Department of Inclusion and
Community Engagement defines the characteristics of white supremacy culture as:
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perfectionism - an unrealistic expectation of wanting things to be perfect, when life itself is not,
nor will ever be perfect; sense of urgency -neglecting to factor a timeline that works for
everyone’s schedule and prioritizing personal needs over the team’s; defensiveness - the higher
ups unwillingness to receive constructive criticism without taking it personally; quantity over
quality - equating people’s value to the services they provide; worship of the written wordunnecessary protocols to prevent free agency and formal documentation is the only way to
communicate (memo’s, emails, rehearsal reports..) as opposed to phone calls, text messages or
an old fashioned face to face; paternalism - decision making is only clear to those with power
and those without power are excluded and not privy to information that may affect them;
either/or thinking - things are simple, black and white, a varied opinion process to arrive at an
idea is not preferred; power hoarding - refusal to delegate, actively stripping others of their
voice if they try and step up into a leadership role; fear of open conflict - avoid problems by
running from it, ignoring it or pass blame onto someone else; individualism - self-absorbed,
completing all the tasks to receive all the credit, uninterested in working with others to be held
accountable for any missteps taken; progress is bigger (more) - persistence to be impressive
instead of impactful, overly ambitious; objectivity - to condition oneself to take nothing
personally in business; right to comfort - the behavior to never make the people who hold the
power uncomfortable. These are learned behaviors we have all practiced or endured to achieve
professional success. Learning to unlearn what we’ve been trained as best practices or work
etiquette is a daunting task, but in order for there to be progress in our society, we must learn to
recognize when we are experiencing harm and identify what is causing us to feel that way.

Post-Pandemic, Black artists have begun to evaluate what stories we want to tell, who
gets to tell them, and under what conditions in which we tell them? Advocating for ourselves
and our art is liberating. Black theater makers can now put a name to what has caused us much
2

grief in theater work spaces. White supremacy culture has terrorized people in this country since
its inception but has now begun to take a backseat to equity and justice in White American
Theaters. After the Murder of George Floyd, May 25, 2020, a living document was created by
Black, Indigenous, People of Color (BIPOC) theater-makers for White American Theaters. This
document contains 31 pages of demands and expectations to be implemented to ensure an antiracist environment for BIPOC artists. “We accuse white America of prejudice, and God knows it
has aplenty. But worse than the prejudice is the ignorance. White folks hate and discriminate
because they do not realize or know. When they do know they become usually honest,
sympathetic human souls.” (Gaines, 217; W.E.B DuBois, The Crisis Sep.1922) Initially, after
reading the BIPOC Demands (We See You White America Theater Campaign) to its entirety, I
felt conflicted and unsure about its necessity, until mounting my thesis project, Hoodoo Love.
Through my research, I will not only prove the validity of the grievances from those BIPOC
theater artists but also advocate for Black theater itself. I assert if White American Theaters will
take the time to learn Black theater history, it could potentially remove white supremacy culture
in American theater because there will be a deeper understanding, thus ensuring black artists feel
valued and safe.

I have chosen to highlight the BIPOC demands that reinforce the protection of Black
artists, Black content and Black audiences throughout my research and defend why it is
necessary to have them in all theater communities to prevent regression and repetition of history
that causes us all shame and pain as a country.
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Tormented Soul

“We demand that you provide therapists or counselors on site for the duration of a rehearsal
process and production run when producing/programming content that deals with racialized
experiences, and most especially racialized trauma. These therapists and/or counselors should
also have experienced Anti-Racism Training.” (We See You White American Theater
campaign)

I believe Black actors who shield themselves with impenetrable walls most likely are just
protecting themselves from feeling stabbed in the back by white supremacy culture; the behavior
communicates resistance related to racialized trauma. “For those unfamiliar with the term
‘racialized trauma’ counselor Ayanna Molina of True Love Movement explains: Trauma is
hurtful, emotionally damaging situations that you cannot control. [With my clients], the
racialized component is that [they] happen specifically because you are Black. Racialized trauma
happens because of the system of white supremacy we live in, which is detrimental, out of
control, and disturbing socially, emotionally, behaviorally, and/or mentally. White supremacy
culture, says Molina, makes it very difficult to isolate this kind of trauma, since racism exists in
every part of the system.” (HowlRoundTheatre Commons: The American Theatre Was Killing
Me)

Racialized trauma was something that Lauren Turner, Founder and Executive Director of
No Dream Deferred Theater Company experienced while working for an American White
Theater. “I didn’t know there was something called racialized trauma that has an effect on your
body, something you have to heal from. I spent a lot of time in the beginning very angry and sad,
and also trying to figure out what to do about it. I wanted to immediately take action. It wasn’t
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until a great friend of mine told me that what I had experienced was equivalent to being in an
abusive relationship—emotionally, psychologically—that I gained perspective on what had
happened to me. Then I was able to put a plan together to move forward.”

Dennis Tyler, Professor of African American Literature, affirms the vulnerable position
of the African American in his book, Disabilities Of The Color Line. The book explores how
black people from the antebellum period to the present have been stigmatized as disabled -unfit
for freedom, incapable of self-governance, or contagious within the national body politic. Black
Abolitionists like Frederick Douglas and Black authors such as W.E.B. DuBois have addressed
the severity of racial injury caused by the disablement of the color line. Through Tyler’s
extensive research, he was able to trace slavery, systemic racism, police brutality, and
inequitable access to health care and education all back to the disabilities created by the
infamous color line - a line that is invisible to the eye but can be felt in systemic racist structures
created to disable, condemn and inflict trauma onto Black people.

I think over time, history reveals that it will inevitably repeat itself as if God hits a reset
button to allow mankind another opportunity to acknowledge our faults and redeem ourselves.
And, like always mankind will rise to the occasion: the abolishment of slavery, Reconstruction,
civil rights act, affirmative action are all evidence of Black people’s resilience and white
people’s moral convictions to do what is right, despite the inconveniences that come with it.
Donnie McClurkin's gospel song, “We Fall Down”, captures the essence of the American spirit
as we rise again only to stumble over the invisible color line, which never seizes to trip us up.

Everyone is negatively affected by the color line but it seems to have a greater impact on
African Americans. Tyler’s book makes mention of DuBois’ book written in 1899 titled
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Philadelphia Negro: A Social Study where he argues the color line is something between the two
extreme views of Black and white people and carries a disorienting experience of double
consciousness. “It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, the sense of always looking
at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the type of world that looks
on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his two-ness, an American, a Negro; two souls,
two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body whose dogged
strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder” (Tyler 10)

I believe existing in a country that upholds white supremacy culture (the color line),
whose sole purpose is to inflict emotional and mental anguish (trauma) on Black people, creates
a necessity for the African American to be able to navigate between the two-ness of idealism and
realism. Take for instance the iconic scene in the movie “Doubt” when Sister Aloyisous (Meryl
Streap), confronts Mrs. Miller (Viola Davis) about her son being sexually abused by a priest.
Mrs. Miller quickly assesses the problem and decides; a decision that Sister Aloyisous is too
privileged to understand. When Sister Aloyisous questions her parenting, Mrs. Miller retorts “it
is just until the end of the year.” The reality is Mrs. Miller knows that her son doesn’t have many
options, being born black. She understood that this white school would be able to afford him a
better opportunity to increase his quality of life. On the other hand, ideally Mrs. Miller knows if
he leaves the white school, he would remain disenfranchised; therefore, keeping him there to
endure abuse would be more beneficial to his future. There is a sullen visceral reality to being
unable to escape harm. “Let’s weigh my options'' switches to “which pain would I rather”. I
perceive white supremacy culture to impresses the imperceptible option for African Americans
to choose a mindset, one of hope or hopelessness. Hopelessness results in acceptance; yielding to
inferiority, bowing down to inequities like systemic racism, and embracing stereotypes and the
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stigma attached to blackness. Whereas, hope looks like education, ownership, protesting, voting,
accountability, and a supportive community rooted in love.

“We of this less favored race realize that our future lies chiefly in our own hands. We
know that neither institutions nor friends can make a race stand unless it has strength in its own
foundation; that races like individuals must stand or fall by their own merit; that to fully succeed
they must practice their virtues of self-reliance, self-respect, industry, perseverance, and
economy. But in order for us to successfully do all of these things it is necessary that you of the
favored race catch a new vision and exemplify in your actions this new American spirit” -Paul
Robeson (Gaines,196) While double consciousness generates internalized struggle for Black
people, white people wrestle with their subconscious. According to Malcolm Gladwell’s Blink,
the subconscious is constantly feeding information to consciousness based on what’s seen. The
Implicit Association Test, developed by Anthony Greenwald, Mahzarin Bangi and Brian Nosek
confirms that unconscious association affects human behavior towards a certain group of people:
male is preferred over female, tall is preferred over short and white is preferred over black.
Undoubtedly, these assessments were made on a surface level that stems from a much deeper
issue, oppression. In addition to propaganda and negative stereotypes repeatedly being illustrated
in the mainstream, whites also use their natural prejudices and biases which determines the way
they treat others; and I truly believe if white people want to assist in dismantling white
supremacy culture, they should be explicitly intentional about examining when and why they feel
uncomfortable the most; activism starts right there.
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Exemplar

We demand to be valued for our worth as artists, not just for how we racially or ethnically
identify. Honor and value the lived experiences of BIPOC folx/artists. Honor our elders and
the work that they’ve put in. Our work should be framed in relation to theirs. (We See You
White American Theater campaign)

“In Stolen Legacy, James postulates the term ‘Greek philosophy’ is a misnomer as theirs
was not original thought, but rather stolen from the ancient Egyptian Mystery System. James
writes, ‘This contribution to civilization was really and truly made by the Egyptians and the
African Continent, but not by the Greeks or the European Continent.’ He sites that Alexander the
Great invaded Egypt and plundered the Royal Library at Alexandria, then Aristotle created a
library and research center with those plundered books (sciences and liberal arts), ‘From the
sixth century BCE therefore to the death of Aristotle (322 BCE) the Greeks made the best of
their chance to learn all they could about Egyptian culture; most students received instructions
directly from the Egyptian Priests…’” (Gow, 5400 Origins PowerPoint) In Art and Illusion: A
Study in the Psychology of a Pictorial Representation Gombrich discusses how the simplicity of
the animals, people and seasons discovered in ancient Egypt were primitive and inferior to
ancient Greek artwork. I find it intriguing how naive and easily persuaded societies can be
influenced by unfounded information and perceive it as facts. Greek philosophers theorized art
and wrote elaborate expository about “art” on the walls of a Pyramid, when they couldn’t figure
out how the Pyramid was even constructed. Nevertheless, the ancient Greeks developed their art
based on the Egyptians example. Plato even admired the way Egyptian music was plotted, he
thought them to be efficient; the notes can still be played today without one glitch.
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The Greeks studied Egyptian art to perfect their own, which provided an example,
taught, and studied all over the world; I don’t mind that. On the contrary, I do mind white people
spreading false narratives to define African Americans; setting an inaccurate example that is
dangerous and destructive to Black people. I also mind that Black culture gets consumed, while
Black people get discarded. Culture appropriation, as defined by Susan Scafidi, author of Who
Owns Culture?, and a law professor at Fordham University, as taking intellectual property,
traditional knowledge, cultural expressions, or artifacts from someone else’s culture without
permission. The antebellum South has certainly set an example of how business can profit off
black bodies, theater is no exception.
Stewart F. Lane illustrates how cultural appropriation created a complex relationship
between theater and the African American in his book Black Broadway: African Americans on
the Great White Way. Lane mentions Thomas Dartmouth Rice, also known as “Daddy Rice”, a
white man who gained popularity and wealth in the 1820’s by allegedly creating a character
based off a homeless, disabled Black street singer. Rice darkened his face with burnt cork and
portrayed a stereotypical country bumpkin character named “Jim Crow”. More white minstrel
troupes began to flourish from this lucrative market, even during a time of economic hardships
for the country during 1837-1844. Additional stock characters would also emerge from this era
like Zip Coon, a smooth-talking free Black who was lazy and unintelligent, and Mr. Tambo, a
Black musician. Legally, Blacks were prohibited from performing on stages with white
entertainers; however, there were some minstrel companies that secretly employed Black
performers, who also would be required to put on blackface with exaggerated features.
Once again white supremacy culture would make Black people choose. Black
entertainers could choose self-respect, and not subject themselves to participate in minstrels that
would often treat them like a sideshow circus act, and allow white performers to do what they
9

know they can do better; or they can choose to use it as an opportunity to launch a career and
contribute amazing, beautiful work to elevate this primitive art form created to degrade the
Southern Negro. Stewart F. Lane gives a great example of a Black entertainer who was able to
use the minstrel shows to elevate his career as a performer; William Lane chose to use the
minstrel stage to share his superior dancing skills. Lane fused his influences of the Irish jig
alongside the African Juba, birthing a new American dance genre called tap, attracting even
more people to these shows.
Black Broadway discussed minstrel show music utilized instruments from African
American culture: banjo, tambourine and bones were all included in many songs. The song lyrics
and melodies derived from slave spirituals and other forms of African American music; white
minstrel companies would imitate this style, as they were big crowd pleasers. The lyrics would
include destructive stereotypes and offensive words. Stephen C. Foster, on the other hand, had a
reverence and an appreciation for minstrel show music and Black people; he made the intentional
decision to compose minstrel inspired music with wholesome, feel-good lyrics like “Oh!
Susanna” and “My Old Kentucky Home”. Despite the self-deprecating humor and gross
stereotypes, African American performers and audiences alike partook in the minstrel shows
because I think they were able to see it for what it was, entertainment, whereas white audiences
understood this to be a true depiction of African Americans.
“The African Americans who are looking for cultural reflection of any kind can only see
distorted mirrors, monstrous clichés, and debasing ridicule: false containment” (Smith,7) Even in
early American dramas according to Allen Williams dissertation about Sheppard Randolph
Edmunds, white playwrights also used stock characters as an example when creating Black
characters: the buffoon- the comically ignorant type; the tragic mulatto- the beautiful biracial
who is a product of miscegenation but feels shunned by both races; the Christian slave- the
10

docile negro who wishes for nothing more than to serve his earthly master and his heavenly
master; the carefree primitive- an amoral being; and a black beast- who desires to be equal with
the white man. “Emperor Jones”, is a classic example of the black beast stock character, written
by Eugene O'Neill in 1920. The main character, Brutus Jones, a Black Pullman porter who kills a
man, goes to prison and escapes to a Caribbean Island where he self-proclaims to be an emperor
and oppresses the people of that land, who will eventually turn against him. Lane’s Black
Broadway discusses how conflicted Charles Sidney Gilpin felt about playing the role of Emperor
because he found the language to be extremely racist and degrading. Gilpin frequently asked
Eugene O'Neill to change it, but his request was denied. The playwright never heeded the actor’s
point of view. Did O’Neill not value the input of Gilpin, who navigated as a Black man in
America? Why did Eugene O'Neill feel qualified to tell that story?

“Do not permanently label BIPOC artists as “difficult” for providing critique when you’ve
asked them for cultural consultation. We demand that BIPOC comprise the majority of
literary departments and that you invest in a multiplicity of cultures.” (We See You White
American Theater campaign)

Antiquated scripts should offend me as an African American reader but one of my
strengths as a director is the ability to see the unseen. Through my experience as a middle school
teacher, I’ve learned how to fill in the blanks for stock characters to make them more relatable.
My imagination would create bigger circumstances for these characters in order to raise the
stakes. For example, the docile negro character who faithfully serves his master every day in the
story; my instincts would be to create a moment to watch the servant cry to the Lord every night
to be set free, giving the audience more context while they observe this character serving the
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master behind a guise of a smile. I have now created depth and internal struggle that allows the
actor to take the audience on a complete journey.

“I’m compelled by necessity for change. And yet I must have order around me. Maybe
that’s what I am trying to do as a director: Put the world in order, make it meaningful.
Chaos can be a part of the process but, ultimately, that chaos has to be brought into form
that has its own point to make.” - Loyd Richards

Sheppard Randolph Edmonds, founder of the first Black theater educational program at
Dillard University in 1936, used W.E.B. Dubois’s principles when selecting shows for his
African American students: ‘it must be for us, by us, about us, and near us.’ Although these
principles are not rules, I think they could certainly function as a rubric/exemplar in
predominantly white theater spaces before tackling plays that may have a Black narrative. I
proposed Katori Hall’s Hoodoo Love for my thesis project because the two female characters
were so dynamic and complex. I believed that it would give African American females a chance
to perform a role that would stretch them beyond any comfort zones. I, as an African American
female director, would also be able to direct them from a very personal perspective. The script
reads somewhat like a melodrama - plays that are often moral tales that demonstrate the battle
between good and evil. These plays are usually predictable and are created to trigger emotion
from the audience. However, I believe Hoodoo’s characters are a little more complex than the
typical stock character used in a melodrama because the good vs. evil battle happens inside each
one of them; watching the consequences of good people making bad choices is satisfying to me.
The male characters in Hoodoo were written with fewer redeeming qualities and I believed them
to be problematic. I assume Katori Hall's then inexperience with playwriting, and limited
perspective of the black man, contributed to her following the stock character example for the
12

male roles. I knew that casting would be important, as these male actors would need to be
malleable and skilled to prevent them from feeling like one big cliché. I also felt it unnecessary
to beat up on the Black male, as I believe stigmas and propaganda does that enough.
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It's Not About The Music

“We demand that the majority of writers, directors and designers on stage for the
foreseeable future be BIPOC artists.” (We See You White American Theater campaign)

John Ahart, an Educator/Director stated in his book The Director’s Eye, “One of the signs
of adulthood for most of us is the ability to hide our feelings. Artists on the other hand can
seldom create their best work without making themselves extremely vulnerable.” Ahart further
explained, “If that is true for the actor on the stage, it is also true for the writer, the director- in
fact for anyone whose art depends on his or her willingness to share values and feelings.” (Ahart
17) I assert that Katori Hall’s ability to give Black characters the complexity of a tragic hero not
only provides African American actors with work that requires depth, range, and vulnerability
but also allows the audience to identify and see themselves in these characters. While training at
a predominantly white institution in theater, Hall experienced great difficulty when trying to find
characters that were written for her, as an African American woman. Soon after discovering
there were not many options for her, she began writing plays of her own. She writes characters
who might have experienced circumstantial hardships created by their environment, but are not
completely defined or reduced to that circumstance or that environment.

“It’s odd to see a play about music in which music is almost an afterthought. Hoodoo
Love, by Katori Hall, is about an aspiring blues singer in Memphis in 1933. But while
there is some singing onstage, it serves more as embellishment than the main event. The
lead character, Toulou, gives lip service to her ambition, but it seems to be grafted onto
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her role. And the casting for this play, which opened on Thursday at the Cherry Lane
Theater, was about acting, not about voice.” (Midgette, Nov 7,’ 07: New York Times)

Hoodoo Love was Katori Hall’s debut play produced in 2007 for The Cherry Lane
Theatre Project in New York City. The mission of the project was geared towards an established
playwright to develop/mentor a novice playwright in script development; Lynn Nottage selected
Hoodoo Love. This play was set to take place in Katori Hall’s home town of Memphis, TN
during the Great Depression. I completely understood Hall’s impulse to use a familiar setting to
write about, but was mostly intrigued by her choice to use an unfamiliar era. In my opinion,
period pieces require a lot of research and accuracy, and her willingness to take that on indicates
a certain type of ambition and fearlessness that I admire. After working side by side with the
incomparable Lynn Nottage for two years, Hall was able to develop a tale of love underscored by
the blues, in a language that captured the cadence and essence of the Southern Negro.
I believe the playwright intended to disarm her African American audience members with
familiar references and relaxed language, as if to say, “this is a safe space, no need for code
switching here”; Although the material contains traumatic content, it is not intended to inflict
harm but is a gift or a token of appreciation for the culture. The playwright chose phrases that
were specific to Memphis like “jooging”, which means I am just kidding, and “funning” which
references having sex. The vocabulary and references used in the piece are specifically from
Black Southern culture; for example, Hall’s choice to incorporate a character that is referred to as
Candylady. In my experience growing up in New Orleans, all our African American
neighborhoods had a candy lady who sold delicious treats and snacks such as: frozen
cups/huckabucks, nickel candy, pickles, piglips, nachos, chips, soft drinks and juices for the
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children to patronize if the store was too far away, or to supply more affordable prices to the
neighborhood children.
Hall also included a lot of card game motifs and metaphors in her script. In my
experience as a southern African American, my family and I love to play cards as a source of
entertainment. People would host card parties to fundraise and create card player clubs to meet
weekly to play and catch up with one another. Cards would also get played at every family
reunion or family gathering for the holidays. Katori, Hall illustrated the tension between two
male characters through loaded dialogue during a game of spades in Act 2, scene 3. Spades is a
strategy card game that is typically played by four people; the suit of spades trumps all other
suits except the joker; players count their spades and the face cards to predict how many books
they will make; players will play until they reach the determined score, which is usually 350. I
think Hall’s antagonistic dialogue, paralleled with the intensity of the game should captivate the
audience with a magnetic suspense. The playwright card references were significant and
intentional to convey information about each character and their circumstance through text
written in dialect. Hall’s words seemed to have a melodic rhythm to emphasize the blues theme
carried throughout the play. “This ain’t no card game, this my life.” (Toulou); “Aint we all out
here gambling for something?” (Ace); “You can be a singer if you play your cards right.”
(Candylady). “You ain’t always got to play the cards you’re dealt. Remember the man that has
two Queen of Hearts in his hand is a cheat. But a woman with two jokers in her hand, got too
damn much to handle.” (CandyLady)
"...For a play about aspiring blues singers, there isn't a ton of live music in Hoodoo Love.
This is instead a story about yearning and possibility, about the extreme measures those
who feel thwarted by love and life will take to secure something for themselves before
they lose their song. While Jones's Toulou is caught between Ace and Jib, it's her
16

relationship with Rivers's Candylady, who carries in her own mojo bag memories of
slavery and of all the husbands she's lost, that resonates most honestly. But at crucial
moments, Candylady is unable to intervene." (Ried, Nov 6, 2019: Chicago Reader)
I see Toulou as a young woman who attempts to escape her past by latching on to a blues
man by the name of Ace, an emotionally unavailable lover who only wants to come and go as he
pleases without commitment, but her quest for love gets thrown off course when her past comes
back to torment her. The universal theme of unrequited love is relatable across generations,
cultures, classes, and genders. I think at some point in everyone’s life, we have all loved
someone who was incapable of reciprocating. However, her solution to solve her lovesick
problem in the play is specific to the African American culture because she turned to Hoodoo;
folk magic used for casting spells for money, love, health, and employment. This practice is
thought to have derived from Voodoo, a religious practice that followed blacks here from Africa,
used to evoke the power of God. There are mixed opinions about these types of practices due to
the Christian conversion during slavery, a narrative Hall was able to infuse into the rich dialogue
of the play amongst the characters. The various perspectives reflect those of the African
American community, as it pertains to religion and spirituality like in Katrina Hazzard –
Donald’s review, Mojo Workin’: The Old African American Hoodoo System. This review claims
the Hoodoo elements were often modified and even completely fabricated by outsiders, while
authentic Hoodoo became a hidden system, operating almost exclusively among African
Americans in a spiritual underground. Hoodoo became commercialized, and all the sacred
religious practices connected to it became lost. Hazzard – Donald connects the disconnection of
African Americans and Hoodoo to upward mobility and integration, especially after World War
II.
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Jib, Toulou's “religious” brother, and the Candylady represent spiritual ideologies that are
opposites. I think Jib practices Christianity with an impure heart and Candylady practices
Hoodoo because of a broken spirit. Candylady is the oldest character in the play with a direct
connection to slavery. She is not the descendant of slaves but is herself a slave, and most likely
uses Hoodoo to maintain some type of control in her life, as a slaves were denied basic human
rights. Hoodoo - a folk practice of healing and wish fulfillment developed from West Africanbased traditions. It includes techniques passed down through generations of African Americans
which have evolved over time, usually in secrecy. Modalities of “working roots”, or practicing
Hoodoo, include herbal remedies and poisons; ritualistic chants and practices; foretelling the
future through “reading” bones or shells. I feel people who are willing to delve into this lifestyle
are seeking control, not freedom; whereas Christianity teaches us that salvation is free, if we
submit to God. This same message was indoctrinated/beaten into the slaves to keep them
submissive to their masters, consequently causing Christianity (religion) to feel divisive and
wicked, instead of loving and full of worship and fellowship. Despite everything, most African
Americans were able to subscribe to Christianity; unfortunately, their image of a Christian
became distorted by oppression, contempt, and capitalism. The character Jib is a product of this
type of Christianity. He imitates what he believes Christianity to be, status and power. “For what
does it profit a man to gain the whole world and lose his own soul.” (KJV, Mark 8:36 )
Jib’s main objective in the play is to start his own church in a big city, not to win souls
for Christ, but instead wants to attract a large congregation to achieve a certain quality of life for
himself. In most Black Southern communities African American preachers were equated to
upper class. Success is subjective, but to a disenfranchised community, success can look like a
fancy suit, flashy jewelry and a nice car, in other words, a preacher. That is why I equate Jib’s
desire to start a church in the 30’s, to a Black boy’s desire to be a drug dealer in the 90’s; they
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mistakenly see fast, easy money instead of a career choice that can lead to their community’s
demise. In my opinion, the mindset of starting a church as an entrepreneurial endeavor is a
conflict of interest to the mission of the church, which is to spread the love of Christ and keep his
covenant. Jib’s aim was selfish, while the mission of the church is supposed to be selfless. I
really appreciate Hall for creating a character who is Christian presenting with a point of view
that is completely antithetical to the ways of Christ. This hypocritical behavior is experienced in
churches still, creating a dissension amongst believers and nonbelievers. Unfortunately, causing
some people to believe the concept of church is corrupt and wicked. Oftentimes, people forget
that God has given us free will, and we have the ability to make choices that are outside the will
of God. I’ve witnessed people become completely motivated by the desires inside their own
hearts and will quickly testify that they are living out God’s purpose for their life, but will not
include God in the process. I feel we must learn to prioritize God to prevent corrupting our
mission. “The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked: who can know it?”
(KJV, Jeremiah 17:9)
Hall also addresses trauma in direct and indirect ways, which worked for me. Being able
to recognize trauma and seeking mental health counseling is also relatively new for African
American communities, but necessary if we are trying to move forward in a country that causes
us so much suffering. Recently, more mental health resources have been offered to poorer
communities because of the psychological impact of the pandemic and racialized trauma. “It’s
easy to see how racialized trauma and microaggressions affect a company’s bottom line: people call
out more, people are physically getting sick. Black women are dying from high blood pressure and
heart disease based on the racialized trauma they’re enduring at work. Even corporate America has
been able to say, ‘We’ve got to invest in workspaces that do not have these elements.’ When is it
going to be our turn to take a good hard look at this within our institutions and organizations?”
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(Lauren Turner, HowlRound: The American Theater was Killing Me) African Americans are
now beginning to seek the help we need to address toxic behaviors adopted since slavery.
Katori Hall exposed some of these issues in Hoodoo Love that culturally we don’t want to
face because of shame. Toulou’s character migrated from a rural area of Tennessee to create a
new life for herself. Even though she was able to remove herself from a place that caused her
harm, she was unable to escape family strongholds that kept her in a perpetual cycle of
dysfunction. Molestation, incest, and sexual assault were things that she endured growing up
under her father’s roof. Unfortunately, her father’s predator behavior was adopted by his son, Jib,
who is always referenced in the play as having inappropriate exchanges with other females. He
even displays sexual advances and was perversely territorial towards his own sister in previous
scenes leading up to the most heinous act committed in Act 1: scene 9, the rape of his sister. This
scene is the defining point of her mental health decline. I can imagine she feels shame,
abandonment, and betrayal. Toulou’s is left completely broken just like the people that exist in
marginalized communities of today. These communities are filled with broken people, and
without the proper resources to heal completely, brokenness exacerbates other underlying
conditions such as anxiety, stress, depression, alcoholism, and addictions.
The usually outspoken Candylady is at a loss for words. A free-spirited woman, such as
Candylady, accepted the notion that rape was a way of life for a girl child. Slavery has robbed
Candylady of her faith in God, and her ability to feel cherished and protected. She accepts the lie
that the Black woman is not worthy, that sexual assault is something to be expected. Her reaction
in this story is momentous because it clearly illustrates how the inhumane violence of slavery
broke her spirit and destroyed her faith. This type of trauma is generational and can be passed
down from generation to generation. African Americans must continue to go to hold ourselves
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accountable to be able to identify suppressed trauma and eliminate toxic patterns, generational
curses and emotional absence in the African American community
“Personality theorists, however, suggested that early childhood relationships involving
trauma or mistreatment could lead a child to internalize negative attitudes and beliefs about both
the self and relationships with others, thus altering how the child perceives sex and his or her role
in sexual relationships (Leguizamo, 2002)” ( Faupel M.S.W. & Przybylski) Although Toulou has
no issues being intimate with her man, Ace; I am willing to believe that because of her sexual
abuse as a child, by her father, most likely affects her abilities to pick a man who is capable of
loving her in the way that she deserves. Ace and Toulou’s relationship is only sexual with
occasional companionship when he drops into town; however, her inexperience with pure love
(non-sexual) given to a daughter by a daddy, and being sexualized too early could possibly
contribute to her confusion of equating sexual love with actual love. Ace represents the guy who
every woman will entertain at least once in her lifetime. He is the kind of guy who has the looks,
the talent, the charisma, the edge, and a sidestep shuffle that will keep a woman dancing around
forever because he has commitment issues, or he has experienced the type of pain that drives a
man to swear to God and himself, that he will never love again. In Ace’s case, Hall reveals in act
one, scene four that he lost his wife and his baby during childbirth, trauma.
I believe that African American audiences can benefit from watching Hall’s love story
unfold because it teaches the Black man the ramifications of not properly loving the Black
woman; and teaches the Black woman the importance of loving herself. Hoodoo’s plot illustrates
how hurt people hurt people; Black men should witness how damaged men are incompatible, and
of no use to a woman until he is healed. They should be able to recognize how unproductive and
unfavorable it is to make a mockery of love; moreover, to make a fool out of a woman. I also
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think it is imperative for the Black woman to see this narrative played out as well, because it is
one thing to live in dysfunction, and a completely different thing to be an observer of it.
Watching another woman subject herself to a man, who is undeserving of her time can be a
helpful reality check. Thus, this misguided love story could potentially teach Black men how to
respect the Black woman’s time, and teach the Black woman how to value and love herself. I
think humans are perfectly imperfect and we should be able to give ourselves grace when we get
things wrong, including love.
"...With a heady mixture of hoodoo magic and tragic plot twists, Katori Hall’s drama
starts out strong, but kind of flattens out by the end. The drama eventually becomes
melodrama and doesn’t offer a satisfying conclusion to everything we’ve experienced.
Hall unfortunately doesn’t really resolve all the storylines or conclude each character’s
journey. But what this play lacks in providing a satisfying finale, Wardell Julius Clark
more than makes up for with his dynamic direction. The scene in which Toulou and the
Candylady conjure up a spell, for instance, is one of the most powerful moments in this,
or any, play. This is also thanks to the excellent performances by Martasia Jones and
Shariba Rivers. Mr. Clark’s production is a perfect mixture of magic, misery, mystery
and music for a chilly Autumn evening." (Douglas, Nov 6, 2019 Chicago Theater
Reviews)
I believe Toulou really believes that she loves Ace, but true love will never allow a
person to keep someone else where they don’t want to be, whereas pride would, ego could and
sometimes fear - fear of rejection, fear of letting go, the fear of fearing to be alone. That fear led
Toulou to Candylady in hopes of fulfilling her dream of loving Ace without any interruptions or
distractions. Hoodoo magic conjured up an impulsion to be close, but never did it produce love.
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Candylady revealed that Toulou would always have a piece of his heart because she gets
pregnant with his baby. Toulou gives birth to a baby girl after Ace’s tragic death, then gives the
baby away at the end of the play. I think Hall’s decision to have Toulou give her baby away to
Candylady while she sets out to find her own voice, and sing her own song was similar to the
decision that Ibsen made in A Doll’s House, when the character Nora slammed that door at the
end.
“My research unearthed early production reviews, by white critics, accusing Katori Hall
of writing black stereotypes and decrying the play's heavy subjects as shock value and
unnecessary to briefly summarize their criticism, Hoodoo Love was a good effort for a
new playwright, but the world of the play and the characters were ‘somewhat two
dimensional’ Literally, the early reviews were white people saying the characters lacked
depth or substance. I was astounded. What I had seen was full, moving, and blooded with
real people, a celebration of Black resilience running through it. And then it hit me. Hall
has written a play about Black resilience that has nothing to do with white people, and
perhaps those early critics didn’t understand that. Because it’s not about them. White
people will do anything they can to make something about them, and if it’s obviously not,
they will just as easily dismiss it as less than.” (Porkalob)
After applying Lajos Egris’s character bone structure from his book The Art of Dramatic
Writing to each of these four characters, I discovered this plot is filled with life lessons the
audience can grow from and hopefully heal from. Hoodoo Love is a play that is for the culture
and received mixed reviews because of it. Some white critics did not like this play and I am
absolutely fine with that. Katori Hall has layered this script with different ideologies and
perspectives from the African American community. The white gaze doesn’t matter because it
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doesn’t exist in this world. The intended audience should be one that shares a mutual respect and
empathy for these characters, and for those who don't have it, well this is not the play for them.
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Nuts & Bolts

Hoodoo Love was my love letter to the African American community, therefore it was
vital for me to mount a beautiful, sophisticated, and well executed story that would keep my
audience engaged and fully invested in the lives of these characters; and, to tell a story that could
potentially help the younger generation relate to those who lived before them. Hoodoo was also
my attempt at getting Theater UNO to fully embrace the Back Lives Matter Movement, a
movement that seeks to bring equity, justice, diversity, and inclusion to predominantly white
spaces. For those reasons, I had to push forward, fight fear and pray for a breakthrough because
failure was not an option for me, too many things were on the line.

The process began with a defining sentence and a working metaphor. The defining
sentence is one centralized idea that connects the audience to the story. The working metaphor
captures the feeling of a show, utilizing sensory words; it also ensures the director, designers,
and actors are all creating the same show. As a director, I find these two components to be
extremely helpful before starting the rehearsal process because art is very subjective. Designers
will have their point of view and actors will have their opinion as well, and to prevent ego
tripping, it is best practice to refer to the working metaphor.

Defining sentence: Hoodoo Love illustrates the consequences of tying someone down to a
place, person, or a situation; it hinders that person from truly living free. I analyzed the
importance of freedom for everyone, but especially for African Americans. What does it look
like to be free: is it simply to go where one pleases and do as one feels; or does it mean to freely
pursue happiness with liberty and justice prevailing; or does it mean to walk in one's purpose? I
think of all these things as freedom, but I also think freedom is a state of mind. One can have
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everything and still feel trapped or bound to failure, obsession over whatever it is that is not
working in one’s life. Learning how to let go and let God is a difficult concept for people to
embrace, but it leads to ultimate freedom -no worries and no fear because God is in control. “For
you have been called to live in freedom my brothers and sister. But do not use your freedom to
satisfy your sinful nature. Instead use your freedom to serve one another in love.” (NLT
Galatians 5:13)

Working Metaphor: The dichotomy of being free and still living bound to something
was a satisfying concept for me and Adachi Pimentel, the set and lighting designer. Each
character is freely on a pursuit of happiness: Toulou-wants to be in a committed relationship with
Ace; Ace- wants to be a famous blues singer without any obligations to distract him; Jib- wants
to start his own church; and Candylady, the only character that has lived through slavery, wants
to live in her freedom without any reservations. However, these characters are all still bound to
their past, which ties them to each other in the most toxic unhealthy ways. Designers were
provided a list of words: freedom, exposed, reveal, uncovered, trapped, chained, and tangled to
guide their thinking as they shape their designs.

Adachi did an excellent job incorporating the sensory words into her set design. The
setting of Hoodoo takes place in a cul de sac in Memphis, TN. A dead-end street in a
neighborhood of shacks, not too far from Beale Street’s entertainment or from a train ride away
from town. We thought it to be important for the community to feel congested, but alienated
from the rest of the world, so Adachi had massive walls installed upstage to represent the side
and backs of other homes in the neighborhood. This community of people, trapped by their
circumstances/environment, find freedom by going down to Beale for nighttime revels, which I
set in the direction of the right vomitorium, or leaving it all behind on a train ride to escape the
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confinement of their lives, placed in the direction of the left vomitorium. The script also specifies
that the play takes place in the 1930’s which guided the way furniture pieces and set dressings
were chosen, such as the stove and other home decor. Most of the action takes place in Toulou’s
one room efficiency; therefore, it was important for it to be exposed to the audience without it
losing the feeling of confinement to the characters. Pimentel was able to achieve this look by
using a 12’ x 12’ platform, with a 7’ x 2.5’ door frame, one back wall that consisted of
overlapping boards and a free-standing tin roof. I positioned Toulou’s shack to be stage left,
slightly off center because most of the entrances occurred down stage right and that just made
more sense to me, directionally.

The platform provided a confined space for the actors to move around in, and once we
added the furniture pieces, the movement became even more restrictive. This was challenging for
me as a director because movement is how I like to story tell. I acquired this skillset studying
under Raymond Vrazel at NOCCA, who would push our imagination muscle to the max with
pantomime and movement pieces, storytelling without saying one word. Most directors approach
scene work with objectives and stakes, but the first thing I want to know is, what they are doing,
so I can capture beautiful stage pictures or action shots. For example, in scene 2.3 when all three
actors were in the tiny kitchen area along with a stove, a table and two chairs, there was barely
enough space to hold all the tension projected from the characters. This scene’s blocking
required choreography. I had determine when Toulou would put plates down, serve food, and
stand at the tiny stove downstage right of the platform. Choreographing each character’s cross
and counter cross aided the actors choices to be free in such a restrictive space and avoided
clumsy traffic jams. Actors got a chance to fill this tiny kitchen with awkward yet deliberate
contention that illustrated how these three souls felt trapped by their environment/circumstances;
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moreover, the actors' movement around the bulky furniture pieces leaned into the characters now
fighting to make room for their right to exist in this world.

Candylady’s shack was supposed to be enclosed; the action should’ve only taken place
on her front porch. Adachi insisted that Candylady’s house be built on a sturdier foundation to
reflect that her life was more stable and permanent in the environment because it was her home.
People are protective of their private home lives which led Adachi’s impulses to close up the
space to separate Candylady’s work, selling treats on the front porch, from home. Until the
Artistic Supervisor suggested that Candylady’s raised shack not have any walls, only wall
frames, to suggest there being a home to keep the look cohesive with Toulou’s. This contribution
really enhanced Candylady’s storyline, as it allowed for me to capture more moments with a
movement piece storytelling style. I choreographed stage business for Candylady inside her
home, to activate her house and give purpose to a space that didn’t exist in the script. I chose to
place her home upstage right, tucking it away to provide the privacy look Adachi intended.

An outside communal space was captured by using only a few pieces: a clothesline
stationed between both shacks, a wooden fence, 3 wooden crates and the textured paint on the
floor to give the audience the illusion of a dirt road. The common area would be used for
hanging clothes, playing cards, singing songs, gossip, and casting spells; it was also transformed
into a blues club, using blue lighting and spotlights. This area was located primarily downstage
closest to the audience in the open space. The scenes that were blocked in this area were more
relaxed which gave the audience and the characters a chance to exhale from all the tension that
existed in Toulou’s claustrophobic shack. When I blocked the scene in the communal area, I
attempted to use all of that space, I chose to spread the characters out on stage because I wanted
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the audience to sit back and truly take the environment in. I also used downstage for Ace’s death,
in hopes that the audience would feel like he died in their arms.
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Practice Makes Perfect

The set was majestic yet simple. The colors of the set were in the brown family or warm
colors, which contrasted quite nicely with Leah Scanten’s, slightly more vibrant but still muted
colored costumes. Leah provided me with the exact look of the 1930’s: High waist pants,
paperboy hat, and rolled sleeves for Ace, too big pinstripe suits, along with a bowler hat for Jib,
and an assortment of scarves and aprons for Candylady and Toulou, as they were domestic
workers. The seemingly straightforward costume pieces were not as simple as they looked
because Hoodoo Love is supposed to take place over an extended period of time; there was no
specificity in the script as it pertained to months or seasons; therefore, I made the artistic
decision to begin the story in the fall and end it in the spring. I chose this time to reflect the cycle
of nature. Old things begin to die in the fall, Toulou’s and Ace’s attraction to one another, to bud
new things in the spring, Toulou independence from Ace. Leah had to figure out ways to subtly
suggest this to the audience.

Every actor was able to change off stage within a reasonable amount of time in between
scenes, except the actor who played Toulou. Toulou’s simple, time appropriate wrap dress was
the perfect foundation piece to accessorize with an assortment of sweaters, aprons, and scarves.
We rehearsed when, where and how she would put these pieces on in repetition; I like to over
rehearse mundane moments like these, to get them into the actor’s muscle memory. I find
repetition to help increase actors’ confidence because then they will know exactly what to do,
which eliminates anxiety. Anxiety prevents the actor from reaching ecstasy, a moment described
by Rollo May in The Courage to Create, when the subconscious and unconscious acting in
unison with the conscious; it frees up the part of the actor's brain that could potentially take them
out of the moment, causing the actor to break focus. The audience is then forced to watch an
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actor struggle with a costume, which is not as interesting as watching the character struggle with
themselves. Toulou is also pregnant during the second half of the show. The pregnancy belly
ordered was not Leah’s preferred choice. It had an odd shape that gave Toulou the appearance of
being too far along. However, we were able to disguise the problem by finding an oversized
apron dress to swallow the actor’s petit frame but laid perfectly across that ill-fitting pregnancy
belly.

During the rehearsal process it was essential for me to pull costume pieces to aid the
actors’ character development. It has been my experience in the past to witness an actor
magically find their character when working with a costume or a prop. I pulled a rehearsal suit
jacket and bowler hat for Jib, a paperboy hat for Ace, a snap dress for Toulou and an apron,
headscarf, and slippers for Candylady to see how these period pieces would influence their
choices. They began to all shift their walks, and display mannerisms that were not their own.
Dressing as the characters during the rehearsal would give my actors a more tactile approach to a
time specific play; for example, my actor who played Ace of Spades would be able to connect to
a confidence and a subtle charm whenever he would wear his hat or need to adjust it during a
scene; it also influenced his request to ask for a toothpick or a chewing root. Then the other
actors began to make discoveries about their characters. The actor who played Jib realized that
he didn’t have a bible, and we could not justify why he didn’t, so we added one; this gave him
concrete choices that were effective and completely motivated, such as the actor making the
choice to reference check a scripture he had to quote. Small additions like those were able to lift
the characters off the pages.

This production was extremely prop heavy. I made a spreadsheet to track which props
were in what scenes and where they needed to be. It also gave a clear line of communication
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between stage management, the props supervisor and me. Props needed to be pulled at the top of
every rehearsal for the scenes we were scheduled to block that day. All my actors are required to
start working with their props on day one of blocking. I have discovered that this pushes the
actors off book quicker; to avoid the overwhelming feeling of being overtaken by the business of
the scene, actors will inevitably put their script down more. Actors were also able to make a
faster connection between the actions of the scene, and the words being spoken. This type of
physicality was challenging, but still comforting to the actors, because they didn’t have to figure
out what to do with their bodies; I’ve done it for them. We would only block one to two scenes
each rehearsal and use the repetition for memorization of the lines and comfortability with
handling the props.

In order to activate Candylady’s home, we filled it up with all of her props. We decorated
her porch with treats and sweets she would sell to the neighborhood children; and inside there
were shelves filled with candles, herbs, spices, bottles, elixirs, mojo bags, a pot of greens and any
other item exchanged between her and the other characters. I encouraged the actor to create a
“moment before” to provide a need for her to enter and work with those objects. At first, the
actor would just come into the space to only gather her things for the next scene, but as she
became more comfortable with handling those props, she became less afraid to explore, and took
ownership of the space. We were able to discover moments when Candylady would eavesdrop,
create a potion to help Toulou or prepare her herbs and oils for the next day. We even created a
moment during a transition where she gave away some candy to Ace on the porch. All the actors
looked forward to Candylady's unscripted storyline, which inspired me to create transitions that
involved the characters living through them, to avoid black outs or unnecessary music
interruptions.
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The guitars were very problematic props because they were cumbersome and would often
get in the way of the action; discarding this prop, however was not an option. Ace’s guitar was
like an extension of himself. He carried it around from place to place in search of his next gig,
which meant the actor would have to carry it around from scene to scene; but he wouldn’t be
required to “play” it until act 1, scene 8. The guitars were played in a total of three scenes only,
prompting my decision to cast a strong actor in the role of Ace instead of a musician that I would
need to teach to act. Although it would have been ideal to find an actor who was proficient at
playing the guitar, I believed the role already demanded so much, I couldn’t sacrifice skilled
acting for live music. I made the artistic choice to remove the guitar strings, and have canned
music played along with a light special to sell a type of fantasy to the audience initiated from the
character’s minds, as an actor fumbling around with an instrument like a novice would have
killed Ace’s whole persona.
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I’m in the Mood for Love

I also wanted the cast and the design team to pay specific attention to the motifs to help
establish the mood of the show. I needed this play to feel nostalgic, familiar, and comforting to
work alongside the heavy content. Hoodoo Love tackled traumatic themes of incest, sexual
abuse, sexual assault, and made references to slavery. On paper, I knew this play was a lot to
digest for any reader, and without having a true understanding of the people or the culture, the
show could be misunderstood as something I like to refer to as trauma porn, which beats up on
the actors and audience to illustrate pain. Pain can be captured in lighting and sound, while the
joy of the show can be captured in the blues music, card playing, shit talking, love making, free
flowing libations, magic spells and a train whistle that would take Toulou’s breath away. I
wanted to strategically push those external pleasures at the forefront and keep the pain bubbling
underneath the surface to avoid harming my actors or audience members.

Sexual violence, or any type of violence is unnerving to see. I understand the world we
live in is filled with darkness, but the art I choose to create is focused on healing. I choose to
guide people through darkness to get them to the light. I believe suggestive action is just as
impactful, and it will still force the audience to face something ugly and cruel without feeling
like a bystander. Scene 9, where in Jib rapes Toulou, gave everyone anxiety, including myself. I
had no plans to have the actors relive this nightmare night after night; and so, I chose to audio
record this event. The night of the recording my actors were very scared. They were led through
some deep focus breathing to let go of any fear before approaching this scene. A film graduate
student, Prinsey Monet Walker, set her recording equipment up to record three moments in the
script that I wanted to tell through sound. The first was the neighbor’s kids singing and playing;
the whole cast and crew was used for creating this moment; it was very fun. Next was the sexual
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assault. We recorded the lines that were in the script while the actors were restrained to bring a
sense of struggle to it. Even the voice over was disturbing to me, so I asked the sound designer to
distort their voices even further. This moment in the play needed to feel unrealistic, my actors sat
back-to-back in the darkness, while a single spotlight shined on Candylady. I decided to make
this scene about Candylady’s helplessness because it was a stark contrast to her naturally feisty
free spirit. There was also a sex scene between Ace and Toulou at the top of the show that we
recorded. Oddly enough, I was more uncomfortable recording the sex scene than the rape scene.
If I felt uncomfortable listening, I certainly didn’t want to force the audience to watch. The
audience heard a thunderstorm, Robert Johnson’s “Come on in My Kitchen” and gentle moans in
the darkness, while the actors entered in the blackout to get in bed. Recording these two scenes
saved me from needing the presence of an Intimacy and Violence Coordinator.

Hoodoo Love soundscape consisted of blues music, a magical sound, bird chirping,
nighttime noises, kids playing, and a crowded juke joint; but the most significant sound of all
was the train. The train whistle is mentioned over fifteen times, and I still added a couple more to
emphasize Toulou’s association with the sound to Ace. Ace was a traveling blues man who was
always coming and going no matter how much Toulou wanted him to stay, but just as sure as
that train whistle, she knew he wouldn’t. Dalton Lambert, the sound designer, was able to
provide variations of the train sound: pulling up, taking off, blasting through close by or far away
in the distance, and a whistle. I even used the train between a few transitions because it was more
effective to use, rather than music. The train was able to create the anticipation of Ace’s arrival
for Toulou and the audience. I also decided to add a train after Ace’s death to symbolize him
leaving Toulou for the last time.
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Realistic lighting and sound were used for the majority of the play except for the magic
and music moments. The magic moments were a recurring theme throughout the play. I wanted
to connect the moments with a magic sound. I found a sample of an African percussion
instrument called a Kalimba, which sounds similar to a xylophone. I sampled with this sound
every time the mojo bag got revealed, or if the magic spell placed on Ace was effectively
working. Although the sound had a calm, enchanting quality about it, the audience was still able
to sense an uneasiness it provided in the atmosphere. A magenta spotlight accompanied this
sound to heighten the mysticism or the surreal-ness of these moments. Act 1, scene 6 was the
most powerful magic moment of all; this moment required the two female characters to be
possessed and filled with the power of Hoodoo. This scene made me a little uneasy as a director
because even though we were putting on a play, I still didn’t want to accidentally call or evoke
something into the room. I decided to go with tribal music/chanting, a call to the ancestors,
because I knew if we call on the ancestors, we would be protected. The magenta magic light was
no longer a single spotlight during the spell scene but washed the entire downstage to illustrate
the Hoodoo taking over the environment. Gobos were also used to flicker and dance wildly
around the stage while Candylady circled Toulou, and Toulou was shaking and rocking back and
forth on the floor. As soon as the spell was cast, it was important for me to stop the magic sound
and lights abruptly, as if to snap the audience out of the surreal moment, back to reality.

The music moments in the play were odd to me, and I think I could’ve done without
them; but, since they were there, I wanted them to feel just as odd to the audience. Canned music
floating in from the sky, while actors hold on to string-less guitars and sing in a blues special
light, was my attempt at nudging the audience into each characters’ fantasy of becoming a blues
star, but only in their minds. The actors who played Toulou and Ace had very distinct singing
voices. Their voices sounded similar to the voices I've heard coming from a phonograph, just old
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timey, and it was perfect for this show! I needed for the music to transcend the audience back to
1931 in the same way their voices did for me.
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Oh, For The Love of Music

The music component was the vaguest part of the process because I have a very limited
level of expertise. My experience in music is church based, rooted in singing gospel and
spirituals in the church. Blues music is a genre influenced by spirituals and songs sung in cotton
fields, mixed with the rhythms and harmonies of Africa; it is a definite derivative of African
American culture. Washboards, kazoos, jugs and Jew harps were practical items turned
instruments, for this poorer Black communities. Just like most African American art forms, there
is no true formula, as it is played from the spirit, the spirit of the ancestors, and the Spirit of the
Lord. I knew that I needed to find a musical director that was spirit filled or at least had a
reverence for African American culture.

Hoodoo Love needed a music composer, vocal coach, and an instructor to teach actors
beginning guitar and basic harmonica. There was a total of 8 songs in this script for which I
could not find a musical score anywhere; during the summer months I emailed Dramatists
publishing, contacted Katori Hall’s management, and even reached out to another department
chair at a HBCU to see if they could point me in the right direction. When I couldn’t get
anything to manifest, it became evident I would need a composer. I reached out to a competent
sound designer who is also a composer. He is white, but he has a respect for the culture, and I
trust him, which means everything in this setting. After getting reprimanded from middle
management for merely sending out scripts to competent designers surveying their interest in the
project, I was told I wasn’t following protocol, and I was out of line to do so. Instead, I was sent
the email addresses of potential students from the music department who had no interest in being
a part of the production. This was a grave misstep from middle management which will
adversely affect the production.
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Fortunately, I was finally able to get a UNO music student to commit to at least one
recording session. This student is the type of musician who believes time is money. He was
uninterested in earning credits or giving up too much of his time for free. I contacted him as soon
as I’d set each of the 8 songs to a melody. Setting the songs was a group effort and was a multistep process. First, the cast, stage management and I would all gather around and read the song.
Next, we would determine the mood of the song by the lyrics. Then, we would find a song in the
1930’s blues genre that embodied that same feeling, and let it influence the melody. Once we
would secure the melody, my assistant stage manager would record the session and send it to the
actors' phones, so that they may have access to it later. The song composing process usually took
about 30 minutes per song. I would ask my stage manager to block out a chunk of time either at
the beginning, or at the end of rehearsals to get this done.

On the recording day, the musician arrived and tried to rush the actors through their
songs. He was not putting his best foot forward. The actors were concerned about his level of
enthusiasm towards the project. Sometimes “you get what you pay for” and in this case our
product was reflective of just that. Although the music quality was fine, it was inaccurate. The
added piano style made these songs sound like rock and roll from the 50’s, not blues from the
30’s; and it certainly did not sound like it was from African American culture. However, this
student musician donated his service, and I felt like I couldn’t complain or ask for better to avoid
the student from aborting the project. The final product sounded rushed, actors were not provided
an intro and had to begin singing as soon as the music started. We were able to get around this
problem by creating a count off with patting the thighs or tapping the toes to signal to the stage
manager when to begin. Even though this musician’s work ethic was not the best, he taught me a
valuable lesson about knowing my worth and being compensated appropriately for my time.
Thankfully, a local musician/sound designer was able to step in one day to give my actor a
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harmonica lesson. He was able to teach him four notes to play in various ways to present the
illusion of a skilled harmonica player. The live harmonica coupled with the inaccurate, rushed
music presented by the UNO music student, elevated the sound a bit.

My friend/colleague graciously entered the project to provide vocal reinforcement and a
listening ear because I was no longer sure if I would be able to use the tracks and was considering
the actors singing acapella. She is a local R & B artist who assessed their singing voices and refined
the melodies of the songs. My lead actors were self-conscious about their singing, but after
working with her a few times, their confidence levels boosted. They were really open and receptive
to her feedback and added adjustments. She even offered some suggestions to assist with their
stage presence to help perform their song in a convincing way. Her demeanor was calm and patient,
yet her corrections were swift and fast. I find it important as an educator and director to find balance
between accountability and affirming. I believe this leadership style will produce healthy actors
and give them the capabilities to self-evaluate with a positive growth mindset.
The actors also received private vocal coaching with a UNO professor, who one of my
actors requested that I be present for, due to his prior experience which created distrust; black
actors in white spaces endure harm often. I was happy to oblige. There were so many uncertainties
around the musicality of the show, I needed to be able to ease at least one of his anxieties. When I
entered the room things were fine, they were up and moving around the space smiling and singing.
I checked in with the actor after; he explained how this music session was very different from the
last encounter he had before; he even mentioned how complementary the professor was of his
singing. I told him sometimes you must find the right style of music to suit you. I feel there will
be certain Black actors who will be able to adjust to any setting; these actors will be able to sing
any musical score flawlessly, comfortably fit in colorblind casting or race ambiguous roles, while
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there will be others who will be able to tap into their greatness doing Black theater, because it was
specifically created for them.
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Looking Beyond
My African American southern upbringing primarily centralized God, family, and
entertainment, which is why Hoodoo Love resonated with me. I felt qualified to direct this play
because I saw pieces of myself floating in each one of these characters, a familiar story in a
different era. In the early 1930’s the economy was experiencing a crisis. Bars on Beale Street were
struggling to stay open; people were barely able to get by. Despite economic hardships, the
depression didn’t have much impact on the marginalized community in this story. It was business
as usual with even more pursuit of entrepreneurship; because history shows that whenever the
country experiences hardships, it will typically bring more opportunities for African Americans or
marginalized people: Ace’s record deal, Jib trying to start a church, Toulou switching careers from
domestic worker to blues singer. These characters embody the spirit of “when times get tough, the
tough get going.”
Besides listening to the 1930’s blues music, to transport my actors to this world, I really
didn’t make them research much else. I foolishly assumed because we were all African Americans,
we should all be familiar with this experience. I was so wrong. These actors, with the exception of
one, were outside of their comfort zone. My actors are from a different generation and what they
value is slightly different from what I value. I am an African American that values culture, tradition
and history. There were elements in this story that represented pieces of my childhood, it reminded
me of my grandparents; and so, I requested for them to spend time with the elders in their family,
listen to their stories, watch their mannerisms, and appreciate the wisdom that life has given them.
I even invited them to come to my church; going to my church is like stepping in a time warp to
be zapped into the past.
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The university provided the services of a dialect coach, performed by a faculty member, to
help the actors find a realistic accent that would fit in the world of the play. Actors set their own
appointments to work with her, and she guided them to use punctuation to find the right rhythm.
It was also very important for the actors to find variations in tone and speech patterns to prevent
monotonous speech; southern dialect can force actors into a sing-song speech style. These
characters must sound like real people who the audience can relate to, not like stock characters or
a caricature of the Southern Negro. 1930’s vernacular was slightly different for the African
American. Black people in those times would often have to quit attending school to help support
a household. However, just because a person is uneducated does not mean that they are
unintelligent. Most African Americans were skilled craftsmen who were ingenious and left
remarkable contributions to society; it is my due diligence as an African American storyteller to
honor their voices without making fun of them. Finding the voice of these non-contemporary
characters was a challenge; however, each actor was able to persevere and produce an authentic
voice that I was very pleased with.
During rehearsal my actors were eager and excited to try and do anything, which I
appreciated, but not at the expense of safety. I am learning to embrace my strengths and recognize
my weaknesses as a director, and stage combat is not my level of expertise. I reserved an hour to
work with a fight choreographer, who is also a faculty member. He addressed the slap between
Toulou and Jib, Jib’s drunken fall, Toulou and Ace’s tussle, and Ace’s fall at the end before he
dies. This faculty member was gracious and kept asking the actors if the choreography felt alright
and checking in with me various times during the rehearsal for my approval; this was reassuring.
Establishing trust is important if we, the theater community, are intentionally attempting to
eradicate white supremacy culture and move towards healing. In my opinion, compassion plus
respect equals safe workspaces for Black actors. Nonetheless, I was still able to sense a hesitancy
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or uncertainty from both faculty that felt like it came from their desire not to harm. Although these
faculty members were skilled experts in their fields, the call out for White American Theaters to
get their act together forces everyone to reevaluate their way of imputing ideas in the process. I
think these faculty members wanted to take a step back, and allow for us to find our own voices
before they inserted theirs. And even though I appreciated this gesture, I felt alienated because I
didn’t have a Black faculty member that felt confident and equipped to guide my thinking and give
input and suggestions that didn’t feel vague or tentative.
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Mind, Body & Soul
“Disrupt “the show must go on” culture by acknowledging the disproportionate and harmful effect
that “pushing through” has on BIPOC bodies. This culture is physically damaging and is driven by
fear. Eliminate the fear and protect BIPOC bodies, spirits and mental well-being”. (We See You

White American Theater campaign

Prioritizing the needs of the actors was especially critical to this process because this type
of work demands vulnerability and authenticity to create real moments and real relationships;
this requires respect, trust and complete honesty. In the past I‘ve felt the pressure of tight theater
timelines. I will put the production in the driver’s seat, and it moves; the only problem with that
is, it does not make space for actors. I am from the old school; we were taught to leave our
personal issues at the door, but acting is personal. I think to suppress ones emotions is
counterproductive; it stays in your body and will manifest in different ways: headaches, muscle
tension, irritable bowels… etc. To receive quality work from an actor, I prioritize self-care.
Acting uses the mind, body, and spirit, so it feels unfair to disregard actors' feelings.

At the beginning of each rehearsal, we started with a warmup. My warmups primarily
focused on getting the actors to play and imagine. Warming up the actors’ instruments began
with breathing into stretching, then vocal warmups and ending with a theater game. I am a strong
advocate for playing theater games because it promotes laughter and camaraderie among the
cast. This cast had no previous experience with working with each other. Therefore, it was
important to create an environment that felt fun yet rigorous; but also, bold and safe. I needed to
approach this process with caution and an open mind. These actors revealed to me that they
haven’t had many opportunities to do Black theater, and it was difficult for them to relate to the
material. My old self would have been offended by their naivety; however, my renewed mind
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knows how impressionable, novice Black actors are, who receive their training in predominantly
white institutions. Subconsciously, they could have learned to view Black theater to be inferior
or unimportant. This was a shared mindset amongst the cast except for one. He was very vocal
about his enthusiasm towards this show, because although he has had plenty of stage time at
Theater UNO, those roles or those plays didn’t demand him to give everything he knew he was
capable of. He expressed that he had begun reading black plays and developing a strong desire to
delve into roles and stories that were more relatable to him. I admired this young man for being
comfortable to live in his truth.

Fortunately, the same actor also took a six-week Meisner intensive workshop that we
would all benefit from. He would listen and ask questions that challenged me as a director. He
would speak up if something didn’t make sense, and we would have to talk through it to either
make it work ,or find something different. Anytime we would rehearse a scene he was a part of, I
would leave rehearsal feeling really fulfilled and assured that I made the right decision to direct a
Black play because watching him evolve felt like a privilege; it also felt like it was my
assignment from God. Some of these actors were about to leave this university without any stage
time or development. The lead actor didn’t appear to have much theatrical experience and I was
astounded to hear her say she made the best decision to leave a HBCU to come to Theater UNO.
I think she could be equating resources to quality theater training. Even though some of her
movements on stage were awkward at times, she was able to tackle the material without fear. Her
ability to adjust to notes given and come up with new choices daily was admirable, and certainly
earned my respect. The chemistry that she developed with the actor who played her love interest
in the show was charming and undeniable. They both would completely surrender to each other.
As a matter of fact, the actor who played the Ace of Spades was able to establish that connection
with each of his scene partners. If he wasn’t in a scene the actors would either began to perform
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the words or I would witness them get trapped in their heads. They no longer had him to rely on.
His enthusiasm was so infectious, it even encouraged me not to disengage, despite my current
frustrations between middle management. We all had to figure out how to be as excited about the
work as he was. He would lead everyone around that stage and have conversations with them
about their approach off stage; he was almost like my Assistant. Director. I would check in with
him after rehearsals, where we would voice our opinions and concerns; this was incredibly
helpful to my process to be able to talk through things with another passionate person.

Daily check-ins would be administered to find out the mental state of my cast. I was able
to gauge if actors felt secure or comfortable in their roles. Two of my actors were invested in
their roles, while the other two remained on the fence. They didn’t see themselves in these
characters; they judged them. One actor refused to connect to the character because she said she
didn’t want to identify or relate to slavery. The actor also thought some of the dialogue was too
traumatic. I am noticing a trend happening in the black community with people wanting to
disconnect with the pain of our history. There is a certain shame that some African Americans
want to disassociate with, the same as white people do; their justification in doing so “it's in the
past and does not reflect the world today”, is a delusion. I explained that African Americans
experience trauma daily; racial profiling, unarmed black people being shot down by the police,
micro aggressions, discrimination etc. Someone from another race might find the African
American life to be unbearable; and yet, African Americans are still here; living, breathing souls,
still intact, able to live the life God intended, same as Candylady. Candylady lived through
racialized trauma, just like black people today; that doesn’t mean Black people have to navigate
our lives like slaves (inferior). The actor was then able to approach the role without harshly
judging. Only after she found those commonalities between herself and her character, was she
able to give Candylady some grace and dignity.
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The other actor did not reject his character but wore it like a costume; just like the
minstrel show actors wore black faces. He’d flash a big smile and use exaggerated movements,
all externally driven. I didn’t need him to perform, I needed him to be the character. Nothing
was able to penetrate, until I told him to emulate his father. The actor became more grounded
and intrinsically motivated. I watch him settle in his body and connect to a maturity that this role
needed to give his unlikable character a likable charm. We also took out most of the preacher
antics, added in by the playwright, because it was not sincere, and intended to swing down and
make fun of preachers. If I am being completely honest, he had every right to judge his
character; the playwright didn’t give his character grace at all, so how can he? My job then
became to help him avoid falling into the cliché trap. I had to look beyond the page and help the
actor understand his character from a psychological standpoint; then he was able to embrace the
brokenness of his character. Each of these characters were broken. If we were going to honor
these characters, the actors were going to have to allow them in. I warned them it could affect
their mental health, and everyone should get the proper amount of rest, and eat a well-balanced
meal because this show was going to require all their strength.

I reached out to several mental health resources like the True Love Movement and UNO
campus mental health center to request their support to prevent me from harming my actors. I
also spoke to a therapist and an EJCI trainer before starting this process to get pointers on
common language, and to strategize a mediation plan just in case issues arose. I am incredibly
grateful to my actor/AD, who was able to offer some of his Meisner techniques to the rest of the
cast. We used those exercises as a daily decompression before rehearsal and a fear releaser.
During those exercises I realized that I needed to release the pressure that I felt within. I knew
people were counting on me, counting on this show to do something for my community and to
mean something for the student body; I certainly didn’t want to let them down. Even when I felt
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depleted, I could not disengage; black theater deserves the same respect, effort, money, and time.
We all knew this moment was bigger than all of us, and we were all willing to rise to the
occasion.
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Postproduction Analysis, Critique, and Self-Assessment

“Budget shows with BIPOC artists appropriately. We demand that BIPOC comprise the
majority of leadership positions and the majority of middle management, including
production department heads and company managers, across your organization”. (We See You
White American Theater campaign)

Mounting Hoodoo Love was the most terrifying project that I’ve ever done, and the most
gratifying. Not only did I have a chance to watch my actors grow, but I also grew as a director,
as a leader and as a student. Before I came to grad school my directing style was more about
picture making. If the actors wouldn’t give me what I needed, I would move them around on
stage until something clicked. Either I would begin to see the story fill in and take shape despite
the actors disconnect; or the actors became able to connect their words to the blocking that I’d
provided them. This melodrama, however, wouldn’t have benefited from surface level directing,
picture making. I couldn’t allow for the actors to approach this material as simple stock
characters, therefore I had to be unafraid to facilitate conversations that would address deeper
issues to bring out raw emotions on controversial subject matters including but not limited to:
religion, politics and love. I now know how to cultivate a safe rehearsal environment that
encourages actors’ creativity and ownership of their work. I’ve also have learned how to affirm
the actors without allowing them to become complacent or settled in their first choices. I am no
longer afraid to tell actors, designers, or middle management when they are not giving their best.
Because of this safe environment, collaborators will understand that I am a director who expects
everyone to give 100% in their role in whatever project we are working on, including those tasks
with the responsibility for managing the budget. And while funding will always be an issue in
theater, my experience has taught me that budget restrictions need to be addressed with a
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solution in mind. The most important lesson that I’ve learned, however, is that respect is not
optional.

Superior organizational skills such as creating a rehearsal calendar, props list, tracking
scene changes, costume changes and beat changes, requesting availability times to start planning
production meetings, etc. are all skill required for one to have when directing a show. This job
also calls for a clear line of communication between middle management and the design team.
Middle management is responsible for the administrative details of the show: budget, hiring,
contracts, supply job descriptions and expectations, initiating introduction emails between the
director and design team, setting up the initial production meetings, supplying keys to proper
personnel, putting in order requests for the production, etc. My case was different; middle
management failed to equip me with the basic things I needed to become and remain successful
in a position of leadership, even in communicating my responsibilities. If I displayed any kind of
enthusiasm or tried to be proactive around problem-solving, I was reprimanded and told, “that
was not my job”; yet when I followed protocol and waited for proper authorization or
permission, progress slowed down considerably. It left me in a place of confusion, things felt
unorganized and haphazard. When I would approach middle management about my concerns, I
was met with resistance or apathy. Metaphorically speaking middle management kept breaking
my legs, yet still assuring me that I could walk.

Power hoarding and paternalism, characteristics of white supremacy culture were
displayed by middle management to oppress me, an African American woman, stripping me of
my voice and robbing me of my authority. The constant need to attempt to put me “in my place”,
and to make my cohorts think me to be incompetent, informed me there was no mutual respect,
leading me to believe that I must be viewed as inferior; or intimidating due to my black
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excellence, therefore fueling their need to lower my esteem. Either way, it was unfair to project
their fear on to me. I am a student and I believe this behavior to be egregious and inappropriate
in an academic setting, and without a Black faculty member, I had no support to help me process
what felt to be racialized trauma. If I have no authority, there is no way I can be effective at my
job. Theater and collaboration are synonymous. Theater cannot be done without a team of people
pulling together to stage a final product everyone believes in. The lack of belief in Hoodoo’s
potential success, and the lack of respect for me as the director adversely affected the faculty’s
involvement and efforts towards the show, especially after the designer run.

If I could change anything about this process, it would have been to wait three weeks
instead of two for the designer run. It has been my experience, working as an intern to the
production manager at the St. Louis Black Repertory, to schedule the design run as soon as you
finish blocking the show. The show is far from polished, nor should it pretend to be; this run is
actually a stumble through, as it will be a bumpy ride, but should have enough shape for trained
professionals to grasp the overall direction. This run should give the actors the flow of the show
as well. The rehearsal schedule given for Hoodoo Love was a standard 6-week process, and the
designer run was set for the actors to be off book for the first act. I assured them everyone
present was fully aware that this is a work in progress, and they should trust the process. I could
immediately tell, however, the actors were trying to be impressive for the faculty and design
team despite my assurance. I asked them to please use this run to explore more discoveries and
connections to each other and the script.

Following that run, I experienced a shift in energy from the design team and the creative
support towards the show; and I can’t help but wonder if their subconscious informed their
unconscious based on what they saw. Did they notice these students were able to get an entire
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show completely blocked in two weeks? Could they comprehend that we were able to create
melodies for eight songs in two weeks? Were they unable to look at this Black show, and these
Black actors and give them grace? It didn’t seem so. Or at least that’s what their attitudes/energy
suggested, and that was hurtful. I watched faculty and staff move on to the next show before
Hoodoo Love was in a stable place. Middle management facilitated production meetings for the
show that was to follow Hoodoo before we had one of our own. Energy shift and the lack of
involvement from faculty and staff, led me to believe that Hoodoo Love was tolerated instead of
supported.

A little encouragement to keep us motivated would've been appreciated. Fanfare wasn’t
needed, just affirmation we were on the right track. My grad cohort, the other African American
female grad directing student, congratulated us. She thought the show was in great shape, she
listed some things that she felt were working, and asked questions about things that needed
clarity. I believe she was able to do this because she possess a certain knowledge about the
content the other faculty didn’t have. I feel if there is a lack of understanding, then that leads to
judgement and becoming overly critical about the process. Perfectionism is a characteristic of
white supremacy culture and I strongly advocate it not exist in my rehearsal process ever. I think
everyone is able to learn lessons through experiences others view as failures. It is my desire to be
a director to free actors from anxiety, not make them feel embarrassed or inadequate if they tried
something and it didn’t work out.

I almost regret doing a Black show in a predominantly white institution because it
seemed impossible to protect my actors from harm, which compromised the safe rehearsal that I
worked so hard to establish. They were being ignored and it really broke my heart during tech
rehearsals when no one showed up from the design team/ creative support except Adachi and a
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disgruntled faculty member, who I asked to leave because he was taking his frustrations out on
my actors, which will never be tolerated. He accused them of being unprofessional for exhibiting
joy and positivity through the most meticulous part of the process; tech has the potential to be
laborious and taxing on creatives. I am completely aware of theater etiquette; I have worked as a
production assistant, an assistant stage manager, and as assistant director, as well as performed in
professional theater. My previous experience running a middle school theater “department”
alone, lets me know that I am completely qualified in my ability to give clear, reasonable
expectations which keep actors and everyone around them safe. Tech is a stop and start process
intended to add in the technical elements of a show. I explained to the actors that it is not about
them, as we will be focusing primarily on lights, costumes, sound, and transitions. Due to
unfortunate circumstances, the Technical Designer was unable to be a part of the process, leaving
Adachi and me to figure things out on our own; consequently, causing the process to go slower
than usual. The first day of tech rehearsal was mainly about focusing. Focusing lights can
require performers to be stopped for fifteen minutes or more. It requires the actors to hold still in
their place, it doesn’t require silence. The actors decided to talk at the voice level I set, to keep
up the morale. They reminisced about their childhood and sang theme songs from Disney shows,
only to be accused of displaying “wild” behavior. Could the subconscious be affecting this
faculty member's ability to see these students as positive professionals who were choosing to
make the best out of a less than ideal situation? We were accused of being unprofessional and
compared to “community theater”. I have worked at professional theaters, and community
theaters, where lights would primarily be focused before the actors arrive to move at a faster
pace. The actors could have chosen to moan and groan, but they didn’t; creating joy in the room
was their way to support Adachi who was in the most stressful position of all. I have a strong
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desire to remove unnecessary anxiety for all creatives, and my asking that faculty member to
leave was my way of protecting my artists, but unfortunately not before they experienced harm.

Despite all of Hoodoo’s adversities or the indifferent attitudes displayed by middle
management towards the show, we were still able to roll out a beautiful, sophisticated
production. The resources that predominantly White American theaters are provided
substantially outweigh those afforded to Black theaters. Black theater may not be considered the
standard/exemplar because we exist in a society that has been founded upon and is driven by
white supremacy culture, therefore Black theater is not granted the same financial backing as
white ones. Black theater makers have the ingenuity and talents to contribute greatly to theater as
a whole. UNO’s resources afforded me the opportunity to create a high-quality production. I
was overjoyed by the outpouring of love and appreciation this show received from students and
the community. Some audience members even felt like it was Broadway worthy. The show
getting compared to Broadway was bigger than my brain could conceive, when I couldn’t even
get middle management to submit this show to the Kennedy Center College Festival.

I came to grad school to learn how to confidently walk in a position of leadership in a
theater environment only to be undermined, demeaned, and attacked with toxic white supremacy
culture. My confidence is bruised, but I am not broken. I was able to mount a show that proved
that Black theater matters! There were only twelve black students that showed up to auditions.
The African American student population was more excited by an opportunity to be in a
Chekhov adaptation than Hoodoo Love. There is something very telling about that. I feel that
Theater UNO can do a better job at fostering a culture that encourages Black students to feel safe
doing theater that is attached to a Black experience. There is absolutely no Black faculty to teach
black theater history or to be a Black voice in a diverse academic setting, and that is
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discouraging. Black students might feel alienated or even worse, inferior. It is certainly time for
Theater UNO to adopt an incorporate a vision that has more representation, diversity, equity, and
justice.
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Conclusion

Directing ignited my desire to create for my community. Honoring the contributions and
achievements of the other Black theater makers who came before me, stand beside me, and set
the example for those that will come behind me. My determination to achieve excellence was
based on others and not myself. I realized that I don’t care to climb the ladder, or start a brand, or
be up and coming; that kind of life comes with a price that I am unwilling to pay - spreading
false propaganda that is destructive to the African American’s esteem, hindering upward
mobility or progress of the African American community, or whitewashing to fit in a world that
doesn’t appreciate my gifts or see my worth.

The late Bell Hooks thought it to be necessary to create spaces that will allow African
Americans of all different backgrounds to have conversations that express the pain and suffering
of oppression that comes from white supremacy male dominated culture. Ideally, this meeting of
the minds should enact unity that can influence positive change. Unfortunately, the reality would
reveal a communication breakdown between the working man and the academics. Academics
want to assess the problem from various perspectives before arriving at a common strategy for
all. The working man doesn’t want to have theoretical conversations; they want to know what
will be done; what actions will be taken?

Although I know how to exist in the academic setting, my voice, my ideas, and my
approach is very much that of the working class. Hoodoo Love enabled me to navigate between
both worlds to provide universal storytelling. I was able to tell a story of the working class, while
still inserting complex multi-layered theories that academics could digest. Theater is the tool in
which I use to teach the world around me. Teaching is a profession that provides me the ability
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to share light to all. I believe that innovative theater can be the platform to encourage rich
conversations filled with enlightening insight from all different perspectives. In my opinion,
great theater should provide their audiences with intentional pieces that would be performed to
incite unity on all levels. Unity amongst cast and crew, director, and design team, and lastly unity
amongst the theater and the community, in which they serve. As a theater maker, my goal is to
enrich various communities with provocative theater that will create positive change to ignite
progress, but most importantly healing.
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